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Recently I was reading about this topic online. 

Please, do distribute this message to any and all  Patriotic Americans and those
who care about this country, in the case they want to make a thought or two about
what is going on.

First  of  all  the information says that at  least "half"  of  the racist  attacks actually
happened  in  New  York  City.  This  appears  to  be  a  trend  in  Canada  also.  

The attacks seem to have a real element in them, but also, one would strongly
suspect, there may be Communist involvement from Communist China. How, one
may ask? Well because they want to cause civil war in the United States. Jews also
as we know here, have the same interest. It was Soros who funded the BLM that
turned bloody.

As everyone knows, New York city is also called "the second Israel" and is filled
with jews with millions of jews living there. Jews are notorious for having a very
hateful  disposition towards all  Gentiles,  and it  seems their  hatred is now taking
down Asian Americans also. Some of these cases may be casual crimes, or just
some jews losing their temper.

From looking at these videos, some videos were strange such as ones where "New
Yorkers" had flipped out on Asians. But this looks like it's part of a more generalized
enemy propaganda. Maybe some jews filled, they are too hateful, and one would
expect that. 

One news article mentioned that the victim of one of these attacks was a 84 year
old man, who was thrown down by some idiotic rascal kid, out of nowhere, in the
street. This appears to be truly a hate crime. 

But  then  following  the  news,  they  certainly  can  never  be  taken  at  face  value.

It would also be very easy, out of all places, to start a race war meme part two, from
New York city than anywhere else. Then, there is another thing that is being played
on the news reports. The enemy wants that.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=237541#p237541


That aside, we also have another factor. The Chinese Communist Party. They are
clearly trying to cause inner strife in the United States. And as it  appears,  their
interests coincide perfectly with those of the Media Jews of course. I'll show you
below how these Jews and Communists are conspiring to con, not only the United
States,  but  also  do  create  the  situation  for  innocents  to  always  pay  the  price.

Beneath is one of these videos I saw, which is the "Racist Video".

Asian Americans told to 'go back to China' in racist rant in NYC
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcrPgZz-9fo

Now, they say this woman is "the daughter of New York Senator Daniel Moynihan".
If she is or isn't I don't know, but as I googled to see if she was a jew [which she
appears to not be on a quick google search], I found something else. They brand
this as a "hate attack" by kosher reporting, but bear on. Nobody knows of course
what happened prior. And none of it makes sense until some further research is
made. I think nobody in the internet must have written about this.

I then looked further, and this woman, Maura Moynihan, actually is one of the major
criticizers of Chinese Communist Party policy of taking control of the water supply
for all of Asia. She mentions, that if the Communists in China are not stopped, this
may cause the death of 3 billion people in Asia. She has mind boggling knowledge
and care about the Asiatic continent, so I have all reasons to doubt she is a "Racist
hater" while she is trying to help Asia for over 20 years. 

If anything, this looks to be the exact reverse. 

She has done elaborate research on this and her statements appear to have facts
in them. What she is saying is trying to educate the Americans and the American
Government  [which  with  Biden  wouldn't  give  a  shit]  to  put  a  halt  to  Chinese
Communist operations of purposefully depriving the water supply to Tibet and the
lower geographic region in China. This also involves India as well. You can see her
interview here:

Maura  Moynihan:  How  Communist  China  Weaponized  the  Waters  of  Asia

https://www.ntd.com/maura-moynihan-how-communist-china-weaponized-the-
waters-of-asia_504797.html

__________

https://www.ntd.com/maura-moynihan-how-communist-china-weaponized-the-waters-of-asia_504797.html
https://www.ntd.com/maura-moynihan-how-communist-china-weaponized-the-waters-of-asia_504797.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcrPgZz-9fo


Part of her Interview: [You can skip, but this goes to show, that the Jewish press is
purposefully misdirecting the United States and is in collaboration with Communist
China. Now, all  the shit  we hear in the news is to wear masks, lies,  and even
positive comments about Communism].

Much to my disappointment because in the 1980s and 1990s and into the 2000s, I
was published frequently  in  the Washington Post.  These are all  from there:  “In
occupied  Tibet,”  “What  China  fears,”  “What  about  Tibet?”  Also  the  Washington
Times used to publish me very often. But sometime in the 2000s, that all stopped,
seemingly overnight. There was a change in upper management at the Washington
Post and in the editorial staff, and all of my articles were rejected, every single one.

I kept trying for a long time and then I just gave up. It got to the point where the only
two publications in the world that would publish my work were the Asian Age out of
Delhi with thanks to Kaushik Mitter, my wonderful editor of 20 years, and the Epoch
Times. And Stephen Gregory thankfully is an excellent editor at Epoch Times. He
published a lot of my Tibet work, this is from 2012, 2013, and 2014.

Those are the only two places that will allow a person to express their opinions and
to give factual information about what the CCP is doing to the resources and the
people of Tibet. And it’s very sad. There’s seemingly a whole news blackout about
Tibet in the last  decade. You know, you never hear about Tibet anymore. Tibet
disappeared from the news.

There are no Tibet programs anymore at universities, and just try to organize a
Tibet conference at Harvard, Princeton, Yale, or Columbia. You will be shut down
so fast. We tried to have a little one last fall at Columbia in November, and it was
shut  down  two  hours  before  it  was  supposed  to  begin  under  orders  from the
Chinese Consulate.  That’s  what  we were told,  “The Chinese Consulate  doesn’t
want you to have this.”

_________

This therefore becomes clear on many levels.  On one level,  domestic jews are
using these to create hatred race baiting and attempt to create BLM with Asians,
harming US Asians. Biden's weak presidency, does allow the Chinese also to run
spies in the United States,  unimpeded,  to slander people that  want  to stop the
emergence of Communist China and sabotage them. Biden is fine with this, it is
almost as if he is letting it happen. People who are against this on a political level,
are  being  set  up  by  both  for  political  suicide,  such  as  this  woman  Maura.  

Jews, as usual are at benefit, and also, Communist Chinese Party. They will work



together with the spies,  as they have always done in history against  all  Nation
States that ever took them in, and sabotage them. The link and conspiracy here
should be clear. For their own benefits, they promote the same agenda. As written
before in another topic, the foundations of that party were actually Jews, all the way
back to Mao. 

Americans  on  all  levels,  lose.  Meanwhile  Americans  are  put  to  fight  among
themselves, and a weak presidency, not only doesn't  stop the fighting, but also
coddles  and  promotes  it  to  continue  indefinitely,  because  it's  in  need  of  racial
tensions and displays of hate [unless it's against the Jews of course] for it's weak
ass rhetoric.

Jews further use this situation for their own ends. First, it was the Media Jews who
attacked the Chinese for creating the "Co-Vid" virus, creating hate. Now, they do
the usual kosher and lying reporting to promote the literal interests of Communist
China, and further their Jewish Agenda, on a Presidency that is weak and doesn't
stop it. They want to cause social implosion.

If  the so called "attackers",  which can be tens upon tens,  do not fit  the "White
Supremacist" category,  they don't  show racial profiling. Such as for example for
petty  theft,  or  Blacks,  or  anything  of  the  sort.  But  the  moment  they  can get  a
"White", and possibly even a Jew parading as a White, the siren begins.

Additionally, it would be a good idea for the President of the United States to not
have nefarious affiliations with the Communist Chinese Party and the Jewish press
to  stop  agitating  indiscriminately  the  Western  World  against  Asian  people,  just
because a specific segment of Chinese Communists has enslaved all  of China.

The above is a matter of  reality and justice.  Regardless,  because Biden kissed
Chinese ass before, now the Jewish Press in order to "Cover for him" will just keep
blasting China with attacks, but always with the race baiting element into it. This
takes down the reputation of many Asian people in the process.

This is the same method they do with the "Nazis". Every White person is a "Nazi",
and of  course, the jewish version of  what  a "Nazi"  is supposed to mean.  Then
random people get the brunt of the hate.

This, added to the fact that this administration seems to try to form an agenda of
"Let's stop racial tensions" while they are in fact facilitating them. This doesn't show
much promise for the future. Everything is blame shifted elsewhere, because the
press never takes responsibility, no matter what things they say and how damaging
they may be.



It is just insane to see the press of a Nation literally try to drag it down the route of
civil war. But nothing should be surprising because at this point, these serve the
intricate interests of Israel and not the people of any Nation.

As Whites were in their psychological warfare target for decades now, it appears
Asians  may  be  next.  They  will  try  to  build  a  case  against  Asians,  one  would
assume, based on Co-Vid, or Communist China. For which people are not really
responsible at, at all. 

Sort of how they say their hoax version of "Nazis", and how this means that all
Whites need to be abolished of the face of the earth. The extent to where they will
go with Asians, is currently unknown.

The psychological warfare of hollywood and jews also has Asians on the penalty to
"prove their masculinity" all the time, which forces Asians to want to be with White
women or cross the border away from their families, just because of this hebrew
psychological warfare. They are also besieged to drop all the cultural affairs that
make them thriving. 

The same thing in inverse was done to White males, which are practically also
pushed towards Asian women. The situation was supposed from the beginning to
be confusing for everyone involved.

Now Asians are pulled on a show like Black people were with BLM, simply because
the enemy needs an agenda right now. My best guess is that soon they will try to
steer this against Whites, or the Communist Chinese Party will somehow start an
agenda and try  to use Asian people as proxy to promote strange things in the
United States. 

Because  this  coincides  with  the  interests  of  the  "Biden"  administration,  the
nefarious  Communist  party  influence  may  actually  increase,  at  the  expense  of
United States Asian citizens, and the United States of America as is. News will then
ramp up their usual hate rhetoric, which will confuse things more, at the expense of
a lot of innocent and decent people.

If the hebrew News cared about anyone else and their well-being, they can start
from basic things, such as not calling all Gentiles "Goyim" which is the hebrew word
for cattle. 

Lastly,  I  also recently  briefly  watched a presentation with  America First  people.
Which are typically considered "White Supremacists" by the Media. Of course, on



their panels there were Asian people and they are being there politically active to
reclaim America. 

The irony here is, that supposed "White Supremacists" and "Undisciplined Asians"
are in alliance to save the United States, from what appears to be the same cause
of  discord,  hate,  and  actual  race  war  tier  discrimination,  that  is  fermented
consistently  by  the  lame-stream  media,  professional  race  baiting  garbage
promotion, all of whom we know (((who))) owns.

Unfortunately, as it looks like, we'll never really rest as a society, until these lame
brainwashing jews, who recklessly use all of the means at their disposal to enforce
Talmudic hate, are put into place. 

Their  outwards manifestation of Talmudic, ie, Communist  ideology, also poses a
universal threat for the West, but as one can see, billions of other people in the
world from Tibet to India.

The darkness of the enemy has to be fought once again, history seems to show...

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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